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   PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS   

 Part I of  Th e Humanity of Private Law  began by quoting Richard O ’ Sullivan KC as saying in 
1950 that  ‘ Th e Common Law of England is one of the great civilising forces in the world. ’  1  
Writing 45 years later, and aft er listing a long series of moral disasters that affl  icted British 
society in the second half of the twentieth century, Anne Glyn-Jones concluded that we 
live in a civilisation  ‘ which has run its course, which is morally, aesthetically and spiritually 
bankrupt. ’  2  Both views cannot be right. If they were, then it would have to be the case that 
the common law was one of the great civilising forces in the world  and  the inheritance of the 
common law ’ s civilising eff ect was completely squandered in less than half a century. Th is 
seems too implausible to be true. Either O ’ Sullivan was wrong and the common law was not 
as benefi cial as he supposed; or Glyn-Jones was wrong and our civilisation is not in as bad 
shape as she feared. 

 As between O ’ Sullivan and Glyn-Jones, I think Glyn-Jones is closer to the truth and 
would, in correction of O ’ Sullivan, say that  ‘ Th e Common Law of England  sought  to be 
one of the great civilising forces in the world. ’  It did so by seeking to promote the fl ourish-
ing of its subjects (while maintaining the conditions of its own legitimacy). However, the 
common law ’ s attempt to carry out this project was fundamentally fl awed because  –  as I will 
attempt to show in the following pages  –  it adopted a fl awed view of what human fl ourishing 
entails. 

 In Part I, I called this view, the  ‘ RP ’ : the  p icture of human fl ourishing that most  r efl ec-
tive people in modern Western liberal societies would endorse, not least because it is the 
 p icture that they  r eceive from the culture in which they live. According to the RP, someone 
(S) is fl ourishing if S: (1) is in good health; (2) is well-educated; (3) is practically reason-
able; (4)  identifi es with the way S ’ s life is going; (5) has friends and a life partner that S 
cares about, and those friends and life partner are fl ourishing as well; (6) cares about S ’ s 
own fl ourishing; (7) has at least one  ‘ desire of the heart ’  to pursue some meaningful cause 
or project; (8) has mastered at least one trade and game that involves some degree of skill; 
(9) has opportunities to be creative; (10) is free of anxieties about S ’ s future fl ourishing being 
impaired; (11) lives in a  ‘ caring society ’  that seeks to foster the fl ourishing of all its members; 
and (12) does not depend on the suff ering of others in order to fl ourish. If (1) – (12) are true 
of S we can say that S is fl ourishing according to the picture of human fl ourishing provided 
us by the RP  –  or, more succinctly, that S is RP-fl ourishing. 

 Part I claimed that English private law seeks to help us live an RP-fl ourishing life, a life 
characterised by the enjoyment of goods (1) – (12). Part II will argue, however, that the idea 
that human fl ourishing consists in the enjoyment of this combination of goods is  illusory. 

  1         O ’ Sullivan   ,   Th e Inheritance of the Common Law   ( Hamlyn ,  1950 ),  3  .   
  2         Glyn-Jones   ,   Holding Up a Mirror:     How Civilisations Decline   ( Imprint Academic ,  1996 ),  506  .   
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  3    Th e chapter numbers follow on sequentially from those in Part I.  
  4         McBride   ,   Th e Humanity of Private Law, Part I:     Explanation   ( Hart Publishing ,  2019 ),  262 – 65  .   

Moreover, the fact that our civilisation is founded  –  via institutions like private law  –  on a 
false picture of the nature of the human fl ourishing is the root cause of the legions of chickens 
coming home to roost that Glyn-Jones catalogued so exhaustively. Th e fi rst three chapters of 
Part II seek to make out this argument. 

 Chapter 8 3  measures the RP against four postulates about human fl ourishing  –  proposi-
tions about human fl ourishing which I cannot prove to be true, but which I think we have 
good reason to accept  –  and fi nds it wanting. Instead, Chapter 8 sets out a quite diff erent 
understanding of what human fl ourishing involves, based not on what you  have  in your life 
but on the  direction  in which your life is heading. I will argue that this  ‘ journey model ’  of 
human fl ourishing has a much greater chance of satisfying our four postulates about human 
fl ourishing than any other model. Chapters 9 and 10 will fl esh out the alternative vision 
of what human fl ourishing entails that was sketched in Chapter 8. Chapter 9 argues that 
human fl ourishing involves  someone ’ s being engaged in a quest to lead a truthful life  (what 
I will call, more succinctly,  ‘ QTL-ing ’ ). Chapter 10 vindicates Chapter 9 ’ s claim that human 
fl ourishing consists in QTL-ing by testing it against the view of human nature that was 
introduced at the end of Part I: that we are the beings that are aware (or are capable of being 
aware) that we participate in Being. 4  

 Chapter 11 turns back to private law and asks what would private law look like if it were 
based on the view that human fl ourishing consists in QTL-ing ?  Th e unsurprising answer is: 
very diff erent. Th e most obvious diff erence will be over what kind of harms private law seeks 
to protect its subjects from suff ering. A private law that seeks to foster RP-fl ourishing will 
seek to protect people from suff ering the loss of goods such as health, wealth, and property. 
A private law that identifi es human fl ourishing with QTL-ing will be far more concerned 
with protecting people ’ s ability to interact properly with reality, and will as a result seek to 
protect people ’ s attention capacities, self-image, and attitudes towards other people from 
being damaged or distorted. A private law that is concerned to promote QTL-ing will also 
be far more concerned to protect people ’ s freedom of speech than our RP-fl ourishing-
centric private law has proved to be. 

 Chapter 12 concludes by asking  –  should the rules and doctrines of private law be altered 
so that they give eff ect to the more authentic vision of human fl ourishing set out in this 
book ?  Unlike many other private law scholars, who would like to see their vision of private 
law implemented today, if not yesterday, I will answer this question in the negative, for the 
time being. Th e reason for my reticence is rooted in the fact that you can only be  helped , 
and not  made , to fl ourish as a human being  –  fl ourishing as a human being is like reading, 
sleeping or eating: it is ultimately something you have to do  yourself . In the same way, you 
cannot be helped to fl ourish as a human being according to a vision of human fl ourishing 
that you do not yourself accept. Th is creates a fundamental democratic limit on what vision 
of human fl ourishing private law can base itself on: it can only base itself on the vision that is 
accepted by a large majority of its subjects. And it is obviously the case that the vast majority 
of the subjects of English private law do  not  identify human fl ourishing with QTL-ing, but 
instead identify it with the RP. 
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  5    It should be noted that all references to sources on the Internet in this book are up to date as of 1 September 
2019.  
  6    As to why Rouen Cathedral, see McBride,  Th e Humanity of Private Law, Part I: Explanation  (n 4), 30, n 136.  
  7    We will come across the philosopher Martin Heidegger frequently in this book, particularly in Chapter 10. 
When Heidegger knew he was dying, he asked Bernard Welte, the priest of the Archdiocese of Freiburg and a 
former student of Heidegger ’ s, to preach a sermon at his graveside on the theme of  ‘ Ask and you will receive, seek 
and you will fi nd, knock and the door will be opened to you ’  (Luke 11:9):      Richardson   ,   Heidegger:     Th rough Phenom-
enology to Th ought  ,  4th  ed ( Fordham UP ,  2003 ),  649 – 50  .  Th e sermon  –  Welte,  ‘ Seeking and Finding: Th e Speech at 
Heidegger ’ s Burial ’   –  may be found in      Sheehan    (ed),   Heidegger:     Th e Man and the Th inker   ( Precedent Publishing , 
 1981 ) .   

 It follows that a renewal of private law along the lines proposed in this book must await 
a more fundamental renewal of people ’ s views as to what human fl ourishing involves. If we 
are to avoid proving Glyn-Jones right, the need for us to think again as to what it means to 
live a good life is urgent, and our only hope of being part of the fi rst civilisation in history 
that took itself to the precipice of ruin and turned back, rather than throwing itself over the 
edge. Th is book will have achieved its purpose if it improves the odds of our undergoing 
such a revolution in the head, as well as providing readers a glimpse of what English private 
law might look like in future should we fi nd our way out of the dark woods in which we 
have lost ourselves. 

 Th e intellectual debts I have incurred and drawn on in working on this project on the 
humanity of private law have already been acknowledged in  Th e Humanity of Private Law, 
Part I . However, I would like to acknowledge the especial and providential assistance that 
attending Th omas D ’ Andrea ’ s reading group on  ‘ Th e Metaphysics of Being ’  provided me in 
writing this volume. Tom helped to introduce me to a huge range of thinkers of whom I was 
previously only dimly aware, and whose infl uence will be obvious to anyone who reads 
this book, especially Chapter 10. I would also like to acknowledge the invaluable research 
assistance provided by Zoe Adams in preparing Chapter 8. I am also grateful to everyone 
at Hart Publishing for their help in bringing this book to publication, especially Sinead 
Moloney, Tom Adams, and Helen Kitto. 5  As always, my debt to my best friend Isabel and 
her two children, Ines and Luca, who are the dedicatees of this volume, is beyond words. 
Happily, and again perhaps providentially, the cover photo for this book (like the previous 
volume, of Rouen Cathedral) 6  fi ts the themes of this book  –  identifying human fl ourishing 
with a search or a quest  –  like a glove, 7  and features a young child who looks so much like 
Ines that, on seeing the cover, Luca indignantly demanded to know why he was not in the 
picture. It is my dearest hope that this book will help them, and others their age, fi nd their 
way to an existence that more closely embodies authentic human fl ourishing than the kinds 
of existence sustained by our current social order.  
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 QTL-fl ourishing   Living a life that is fl ourishing because it involves being engaged in a 
quest to lead a truthful life.  

 QTL-ing   Engaging in a quest to lead a truthful life.  

 RP   Th e picture of human fl ourishing that is widely accepted by  refl ective  
people in modern Western liberal societies, and is  received  in that it 
is promoted by the culture of those societies.  

 RP-fl ourishing   Living a life that is fl ourishing according to the RP.  
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  12 
 Th e Limits of Democracy   

 Th e title of this chapter is ambiguous. It could be read as referring to the limits that should 
be placed on the ability of majorities to determine the shape of the society they live in. 
A book on public law would probably refer to  ‘ the limits of democracy ’  in that fi rst sense. 1  
However, as a private lawyer, I intend my chapter title to be read in a second way: as refer-
ring to the limits that democratic considerations place on how far unelected judges can 
go in developing private law, and as asking whether those limits would be breached by a 
judiciary that sought to develop private law so that it fostered QTL-fl ourishing, rather than 
RP-fl ourishing. 

 A simile will help explain the concern of this chapter. We can compare private law to 
a ship that is currently bound in a certain direction  –  that of promoting RP-fl ourishing. 
Th e passengers aboard the ship  –  the subjects of private law  –  are largely happy with where 
the ship is going. Th is is because the RP is  ‘ the RP ’   –  it is the picture of human fl ourishing 
that is widely endorsed in our society. However, suppose that the ship ’ s captain and crew  –  
the judges  –  are convinced by the arguments in this book that the ship is currently bound 
in the wrong direction: the RP is a false picture of what human fl ourishing involves, and 
human fl ourishing actually consists in QTL-ing. Should they override the wishes of their 
passengers and alter the direction of the ship towards the goal of promoting the passengers ’  
QTL-fl ourishing ?  Or should they allow the passengers to dictate the ship ’ s course ?   –  
even though doing so is likely to result in the ship ’ s continuing on its current direction, a 
direction that the captain and crew now believe to be profoundly misguided. 

 Th e answer I will off er is a complex one, undemocratic in theory but democratic in prac-
tice. Th e ship ’ s captain and crew should do what  they   –  and not the passengers  –  think is best 
in steering the ship. However, what happens to be best is that they continue on the course 
that the passengers currently want, which is in the direction of promoting RP-fl ourishing. 
Any change of course must wait on a general change of heart among the passengers: to 
change course any earlier than that would be unwise. 

   1. Six Positions  

 Let ’ s begin by considering how we might evaluate whether or not the judges should 
change private law in one way or another. Suppose that the courts are invited to develop 

  1    See, for example,      Ely   ,   Democracy and Distrust:     A Th eory of Judicial Review   ( Harvard UP ,  1980 )  ;      Allan   , 
  Th e Sovereignty of Law   ( OUP ,  2013 )  ,  ch 8 ;      Lemieux    and    Watkins   ,   Judicial Review and Contemporary Democratic 
Th eory   ( Routledge ,  2018 ) .   
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  2    Th e phrase  ‘ make things go best ’  is borrowed from      Parfi t   ,   On What Matters:     Volume One   ( OUP ,  2013 ),  22  .   
  3         Hayek   ,   Th e Constitution of Liberty   ( University of Chicago Press ,  1960 )  , ch 7;      Waldron   ,   Law and Disagreement   
( OUP ,  1999 )  ,  ch 11 .  

private law in a particular way  –  let ’ s call that development,  δ P. In judging whether or not 
the courts should  δ P, there are a number of diff erent positions we might adopt: 

   (A)    Th e courts should  δ P if that would make things go best. 2    

  (B)    Th e courts should  δ P if that would make things go best, but only if a majority of the 
subjects of private law would support the courts ’  doing this.   

  (C)    Th e courts should  δ P if that would make things go best, but only if doing so would not 
violate anyone ’ s rights.   

  (D)    Th e courts should  δ P if that would make things go best, but only if doing so would 
be consistent with the subjects of private law thinking that they are being treated with equal 
concern and respect.   

  (E)    Th e courts should  δ P if that would make things go best, but only if  δ P represents an 
incremental change in the law.   

  (F)    Th e courts should  δ P if doing so would enhance the protection private law gives to its 
subjects ’  rights.    

 Th is is not, and is not meant to be, an exhaustive list of the positions that might be 
adopted when evaluating whether the courts should  δ P. However, this list seems repre-
sentative of the positions that might realistically be adopted in evaluating whether the 
courts should  δ P. 

 In considering these positions, two points should be noted. First, it might be a matter of 
some controversy whether a given condition on the courts ’   δ P-ing is satisfi ed. For example, 
(A) specifi es that the courts should  δ P if that would make things go best  –  but who decides 
whether  δ P-ing will make things go best ?  In order to resolve this issue, let ’ s stipulate that 
every  ‘ if  ’  in the above formulae is followed by  ‘ the courts think ’ . Of course, some other 
viewpoint could be adopted. (A) could be read as saying that the courts should  δ P if the 
Vinerian Professor of English Law at Oxford University thinks that would make things go 
best. But this does not seem to be a position that might realistically be adopted. Th e only 
viewpoint that it seems to make sense to adopt in determining whether any of the above 
conditions on the courts ’   δ P-ing are satisfi ed is that of the courts themselves. 

 Second, it should be noted that (B), (C) and (D) all place some kind of  democratic 
constraint  on the courts ’   δ P-ing. Th e diff erent constraints that they place on the courts ’  abil-
ity to  δ P refl ect diff ering views as to what it means to live in a democracy. On one view, in 
a democracy, the majority should have the fi nal word on issues about how the power of the 
state is to be deployed. 3  On another view, in a democracy, individual rights limit how state 
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  4         Rawls   ,   A Th eory of Justice  ,  revised  ed ( Harvard UP ,  1999 ),  53   , and      Rawls   ,   Justice as Fairness   ( Harvard UP , 
 2001 ),  42   , explaining that the fi rst principle of justice governing the basic structure of a democratic society requires 
that the members of that society equally enjoy certain  ‘ basic rights and liberties ’  such as freedom of thought, liberty 
of conscience, and freedom of association.  
  5         Dworkin   ,   Freedom ’ s Law:     Th e Moral Reading of the American Constitution   ( OUP ,  1996 ),  17   , and      Dworkin   , 
  Is Democracy Possible Here ?    ( Princeton UP ,  2006 )  , ch 5;      Christiano   ,   Th e Constitution of Equality:     Democratic 
Authority and its Limits   ( OUP ,  2008 )  , ch 3.  
  6    A heuristic is a quick device for fi nding a reasonable solution to a problem where fi nding the optimal solution 
to that problem would be impossible or take far too long. An example of a heuristic is the  ‘ Lindy ’  heuristic popu-
larised by Nassim Nicholas Taleb  –  and named aft er the New York deli where it was discovered  –  that a Broadway 
show that had run for 200 days could be expected to run for 200 days more, a show that had run for 100 days 
could be expected to run for 100 days longer, and so on. Taleb consequently dubs as  ‘ Lindy ’  something that ages 
in reverse: the longer it lives, the longer it can be expected to live. See      Taleb   ,   Skin in the Game   ( Allen Lane ,  2018 ), 
 141 – 43  .   

power may be deployed. 4  On a third view, in a democracy, everyone must be treated in a 
way by the state that enables them to think that they are being treated with equal concern 
and respect. 5  It should also be noted that while (E) does not place any kind of democratic 
constraint on our judgment as to whether or not the courts should  δ P, (E) is still  democratic in 
nature , because it takes the view that radical changes to private law should be reserved 
to a democratically-elected legislature. By contrast, each of (A) and (F) are  undemo-
cratic . Neither (A) nor (F) places any kind of democratic constraint on when the courts 
should  δ P, and neither provides that certain changes in private law should only be made by 
a  democratically-elected legislature. 

 So which position should we adopt in determining whether or not the courts should 
 δ P ?  I will argue in favour of position (A), which we can now rename  ‘ the  Simple Formula  ’ . 
I will argue that the  Simple Formula  is superior to any of its rivals when it comes to provid-
ing a basis for evaluating a proposed judicial development in private law. If this is right, then 
the question of whether the courts should change private law so that it no longer promotes 
RP-fl ourishing but instead promotes QTL-fl ourishing along the lines proposed in the previ-
ous chapter falls to be determined by application of the undemocratic  Simple Formula . 
If this is right, then the charge that changing private law in this way would be  ‘ undemocratic ’  
is irrelevant to the issue of whether the courts should eff ect such a change of direction in 
private law: the courts should simply do whatever they think would make things go best. 

 However, the question still remains whether changing private law so that it is concerned 
to foster QTL-fl ourishing rather than RP-fl ourishing  would  make things go best. I will 
answer that question in the negative: until there is a general change in social views as to 
the nature of human fl ourishing, away from identifying human fl ourishing with the RP and 
towards identifying human fl ourishing with QTL-ing, there is little point (and much to be 
said against) changing private law so that it fosters QTL-fl ourishing. I will then conclude 
by refl ecting on the prospects of such a general change occurring in the foreseeable future.  

   2. Th e Superiority of the Simple Formula  

 Before we compare the  Simple Formula  with its rivals, we should say something about 
how the  Simple Formula  works. In applying the  Simple Formula , the courts would be well-
advised to employ what we can call the  no sacrifi ces heuristic , 6  which says that promoting 
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  7    Th e  no sacrifi ces heuristic  makes sense against the background of: (1) the fi rst postulate of human  fl ourishing, 
which holds that under reasonably favourable circumstances there should be no need to sacrifi ce anyone ’ s 
 fl ourishing to promote another ’ s fl ourishing; (2) arguments (laid out in      McBride   ,   Th e Humanity of Private Law, 
Part I:     Explanation   ( Hart Publishing ,  2019 ),  100 – 07   ; also above, pp 52–53) for thinking that it would be diffi  cult 
for anyone to fl ourish in a political community that did not seek to promote the fl ourishing of all of its members; 
(3) the dismal record, when it comes to promoting human fl ourishing, of governments that thought the saying  ‘ you 
can ’ t make an omelette without breaking eggs ’  was a useful guide to public policy.  
  8    In the language of the economists,  δ P will make things go best if  δ P represents a Pareto improvement.  
  9    Gandhi,  ‘ Russia and India ’   Indian Opinion , 11 November 1905;  Th e Collected Works of Mahatma Gandhi, 
Volume 5: 1905 – 1906  (Th e Publications Division, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Government of India, 
1961), 132.  

X ’ s fl ourishing at the expense of Y ’ s will be self-defeating; in other words, you can ’ t promote 
one person ’ s fl ourishing at the expense of another ’ s. Th e  no sacrifi ces heuristic  may break 
down in certain extreme cases  –  all heuristics do  –  but the courts are much more likely to 
go right in giving eff ect to the  Simple Formula  if they apply the heuristic than if they don ’ t. 7  
Employing the  no sacrifi ces heuristic  allows us to say a given change in private law  –   δ P  –  will 
 only  make things go best if: (i)  δ P will enhance the capacities of some individuals to fl ourish 
as human beings and (ii)  δ P will not damage any other individuals ’  capacities to fl ourish as 
human beings. 8  

 In light of this, let us match the  Simple Formula  for evaluating whether the courts 
should  δ P against each of its rivals, beginning with position (B), which says that the 
courts should  δ P if the courts think that would make things go best, but only if the courts 
think a majority of the subjects of private law would support the courts ’  doing this. 

   Th e  Simple Formula  versus (B)  

 In order to see whether we should prefer the  Simple Formula  to (B), or  vice versa , we need 
to construct an argument as to when political power should be exercised in accordance with 
the wishes of the majority, and see whether that argument applies to the kind of exercise 
of political power that  δ P represents. Such an argument should not rest on, or appeal to, 
the ideas that people have certain basic political rights, or that people should be treated 
with equal concern and respect by those who govern them, as we will be testing the  Simple 
Formula  against ideas such as those when we come to positions (C) and (D). Can such an 
argument be made ?  I believe it can, and it goes as follows: 

 (1)  Th e durability of political power . Th e fi rst step in the argument observes that however 
political power is acquired  –  at the point of a gun or through popular acclaim or through the 
accident of birth  –  political power is not likely to endure for very long unless the fact of its 
location is generally accepted by the subjects of that power. Th is was Gandhi ’ s insight:  ‘ even 
the most powerful cannot rule without the co-operation of the ruled. ’  9  

 (2)  Th e inevitability of disagreement . At the same time it is virtually inevitable that the 
subjects of political power will disagree among themselves as to how that power should be 
exercised. Diversities of background, upbringing, education, status, and taste, combined 
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  10    Along the lines recommended in      Gutmann    and    Th ompson   ,   Democracy and Disagreement   ( Harvard UP ,  1996 )  , 
ch 2; and      Gutmann    and    Th ompson   ,   Why Deliberative Democracy ?    ( Princeton UP ,  2004 )  , chs 1 – 4.  
  11    Richard Wollheim identifi ed this as  ‘ A Paradox in the Th eory of Democracy ’  in Laslett and Runciman (eds), 
 Philosophy, Politics and Society  (Blackwell, 1962), when it is in fact of the essence of democracy ’ s value in ensuring 
political stability.  
  12    Cf.      Bickel   ,   Th e Morality of Consent   ( Yale UP ,  1977 )  , arguing (at 15) that democracy functions  ‘ not merely as a 
sharer of power, but as a generator of consent. ’   

with natural human weaknesses (in particular, the all-too-human tendency to identify what 
is in my interests with what is in the general interest) will inevitably result in diff erent people 
adopting diff erent views as to how political power should be exercised. 

 (3)  Preserving power through disagreement . Confronted with subjects who disagree on how 
he should exercise the powers he holds over them, the holder of those powers (call him  Rex ) 
has a problem: however  Rex  exercises his powers, a signifi cant number of those subjects 
will disagree with his choice and as a result  –  given point (1)  –   Rex  ’ s continued hold on his 
powers will be endangered. How, then, can  Rex  exercise his powers without losing them ?  

 (4)  Democracy as a solution . One solution to  Rex  ’ s problem is to make it clear that he 
will exercise his powers in a way that is approved of by the majority of the subjects over 
whom  Rex  exercises those powers. Provided  Rex  proceeds fairly to ascertain the majority 
opinion among those subjects  –  and even better if  Rex  encourages those subjects to delib-
erate among themselves before expressing their opinion 10   –   Rex  will be able to exercise his 
powers without endangering his continued hold on those powers. Th e majority of  Rex  ’ s 
subjects will obviously be happy that  Rex  has exercised his powers in accordance with their 
wishes; but, much more crucially, the minority who thought that  Rex  should have exercised 
his powers in some other way will  also  be happy that  Rex  exercised his powers in the way 
he did. 11  Th is is because they will think they had a fair chance of forming a majority them-
selves and winning  Rex  over to their side of the argument; and fair play dictates that they 
should accept their loss gracefully, just as they would have wanted the other side to have 
done if they had formed the majority  –  and which they may well still do, sometime later 
on down the line. 12  

 (5)  Expertise as an alternative . Th is democratic solution to  Rex  ’ s problem has its downsides. 
Th e fi rst is that it makes  Rex  a cipher for the views of the majority of his subjects, thus 
diminishing his agency as the holder of political power. Second, the democratic solution 
will prove to be no solution at all if a signifi cant number of  Rex  ’ s subjects are destined 
permanently to be in the minority. Th ey will not think that they had a fair chance to form 
a majority themselves and therefore have no reason to feel happy with  Rex  ’ s giving eff ect to 
the wishes of the majority. Given this,  Rex  may cast around for a diff erent solution to his 
problem of how to exercise his powers without endangering his continued hold on them. 
Th e alternative solution will be for  Rex  to persuade his subjects that he is in a better posi-
tion than they are to determine how his powers should be exercised. If he is successful in 
persuading his subjects of his superior expertise in exercising his powers, those subjects 
could be expected to accept  Rex  ’ s decision to exercise his powers in a certain way, even 
though had they been in his shoes they might have exercised those powers diff erently. 
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  13          Burke   ,  ‘  Speech at the conclusion of the poll, 3 November 1774  ’   in     Elofson    and    Woods    (eds),   Th e Writings and 
Speeches of Edmund Burke, Vol III:     Party, Parliament and the American War 1774 – 80   ( OUP ,  1996 ),  68 – 70   .   
  14    Lord Reid took the same position in  ‘ Th e Judge as Law Maker ’  (1972) 12  Journal of the Society of Public Teach-
ers of Law (New Series)  22, 23, arguing that  ‘ we must play safe [and] decide the case on the preponderance of 
authority [when it comes to] issues which the ordinary man regards as controversial. On many questions he will 
say:  “ Th at is the lawyers ’  job, let them get on with it. ”  But on others he will say:  “ I ought to have my say in this. I am 
not going to accept dictation from the lawyers. ”  ’  Th e corollary of this position is that on issues which the  ‘ ordinary 
man ’  does not regard as controversial, and as  ‘ the lawyers ’  job ’  to get on with, the courts do not have to play safe at 
all, but can do what they think is best   à  la  the  Simple Formula .  
  15    It is even more striking that when political philosophers discuss the relationship between judges and democ-
racy, their attention focuses exclusively on judicial controls on government action via judicial review; there is, 
so far as I can see, no discussion by a political philosopher of whether the judges should be more democratically 
accountable in developing private law.  

 (6)  Excursus: Burke ’ s address to the electors of Bristol . Edmund Burke ’ s famous address to the 
electors in his Bristol constituency 13  illustrates the two solutions to  Rex  ’ s quandary. Burke ’ s 
opponent opts for the fi rst solution to preserving political power:  ‘ My worthy colleague says, 
his Will ought to be subservient to yours. ’  But Burke opts for the second solution, the way 
of expertise, observing of the electors ’  representative that  ‘ his unbiassed opinion, his mature 
judgment, his enlightened conscience, he ought not to sacrifi ce to you  …  Your Representa-
tive owes you, not his industry only, but his judgement; and he betrays, instead of serving 
you, if he sacrifi ces it to your opinion. ’  Burke goes on to attempt to vindicate his claims of 
superior expertise in deploying the political power entrusted him by the electors of Bristol: 
 ‘ what sort of reason is that, in which the determination precedes the discussion; in which 
one sett of men deliberate, and another decide; and where those who form the conclusion 
are perhaps three hundred miles distant from those who hear the arguments ?  ’  

 (7)  Conclusion . If  Rex  wants to continue holding the political powers he currently holds over 
his subjects, he would be well-advised to make it clear that he will exercise those powers in 
a way consistent with the majority ’ s opinion as to how those powers should be exercised 
 unless  he can convince his subjects that he enjoys a superior expertise to them in deciding 
how those powers should be exercised. 

 Applying this conclusion to the issue of whether (B) is a superior yardstick to the  Simple 
Formula  for determining whether the courts should  δ P, (B) should be preferred to the 
 Simple Formula unless  the courts can convince the subjects of private law that they possess a 
superior expertise to those subjects in determining how private law should be developed. 14  
Can they ?  Th e answer is  ‘ Of course they can  –  and in fact, they already do. ’  

 It is a striking fact of our current political order that there is virtually no general public 
interest in the state of private law or the question of how private law should be developed. 15  
Th is lack of interest is most easily accounted for on the ground that the public is convinced 
that the courts know best when it comes to private law, and there is little need for them to 
take an interest in the courts ’  performance in developing private law. It is easy to identify a 
number of reasons for this. 

 First, private law is very  technical , and it is hard for a layperson to master its technicali-
ties as a preliminary to taking a position on what private law should say. Second, private 
law is made up of a lot of  interlocking  rules and doctrines, with the result that it is hard 
to form a view of how private law should develop without fi rst having spent a lot of time 
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  16    Private law is a good example of something that is  ‘ Lindy ’ , in Nassim Nicholas Taleb ’ s terms (n 6): the fact that 
it has been around for so long gives us reason that it will be around for a long time in the future.  
  17    Confi rmation of this is provided by the fact that when private law is perceived by the public as being in danger 
of causing harm  –  such as when it is seen as encouraging a  ‘ compensation culture ’  that discourages people from 
engaging in valuable activities for fear of being sued  –  then suddenly the public becomes very interested in private 
law, and measures such as s 1 of the Compensation Act 2006 have to be passed to address that public concern.  
  18    Cf the concerns about the state of English public law articulated by Sumption,  ‘ Th e Limits of Law ’  and       Finnis   , 
 ‘  Judicial Law-making and the  “ Living ”  Instrumentalisation of the ECHR  ’  , both in     Barber   ,    Ekins    and    Yowell    (eds), 
  Lord Sumption and the Limits of Law   ( Hart Publishing ,  2016 )  .   

and eff ort tracing the connections between the diff erent parts of private law and how they 
interact. Th ird, private law is  long-standing , with the result that the courts ’  claims to superior 
expertise in developing private law have been vindicated by prescription  –  ordinary people 
will feel that the courts must be doing something right if they have been allowed to develop 
private law for so long without noticeable disaster. 16  Fourth, the costs of private law are 
 not obvious . Obviously, in every private law case there are winners and losers, but it is not 
obvious that anyone or any class of individuals loses out overall as a result of the existence 
of private law. As a result, private law is viewed by ordinary people as a force for good, and 
therefore not something that they should concern themselves with. 17  

 By contrast, when it comes to  public  law, the courts have a much harder time of it in 
terms of convincing ordinary people of their superior expertise in determining how public 
law should be developed, and consequently come under much more pressure to respect the 
majority of public opinion in developing public law. 18  All of the features of private law that 
make private law a matter of little interest to members of the public are absent from public 
law; indeed, the precise opposite features fi gure large in public law and make the operation 
and development of public law something that members of the public feel able to have a 
view on. 

 First, public law is not technical. It consists in the repeated application of well-worn 
formulae derived from the common law and the European Convention on Human Rights 
to judge the legality of governmental action. It is therefore not diffi  cult for a layperson to 
understand public law and form a view on it. Second, public law cases are fairly discrete  –  
housing cases are not social security cases are not immigration cases. As a result, a layperson 
does not have to keep their eye on a lot of diff erent moving parts within public law in order 
to form an intelligent view as to how public law is operating in a particular area of interest to 
them. Th ird, public law is very new  –  the modern common law of judicial review is only of 
about 50 years ’  standing, and the law on judicial review for violation of human rights stand-
ards is only about 20 years old  –  with the result that public law has simply had no chance to 
prove its worth in the public eye. Fourth, the costs of public law are obvious, in terms of the 
way public law  –  as it has been developed  –  hampers the government ’ s ability to pursue its 
vision (which also may be the majority ’ s vision) of the common good. 

 Th ese features of public law mean that the courts may be well-advised to adhere to 
something like (B) in developing public law; otherwise, they may well be stripped of their 
powers to develop public law at all. By contrast, there is no need for the courts to adhere to 
(B) in developing private law. Th e courts ’  claims to superior expertise in developing private 
law are acknowledged by general public opinion, with the result that the courts ’  adhering 
to the  Simple Formula  in developing private law will not endanger the courts ’  continuing to 
have the power to develop private law.  
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  19         Dworkin   ,   Taking Rights Seriously   ( Harvard UP ,  1977 )  , xi;       Dworkin   ,  ‘  Rights as Trumps  ’   in     Waldron    (ed), 
  Th eories of Rights   ( OUP ,  1984 )  .   
  20    Note, however, that Dworkin himself did not mean for his phrase  ‘ rights as trumps ’  to be read in this way, 
but rather saw people ’ s rights as constraining the  kinds of reasons  that the government could act on, and in 
 particular as constraining the government from failing to treat its subjects with equal concern and respect. 
So Dworkin ’ s conception of  ‘ rights as trumps ’  was meant to support (D) rather than (C). See       Waldron   ,  ‘  Pildes on 
Dworkin ’ s Th eory of Rights  ’  ( 2000 )  29      Journal of Legal Studies    301   .   
  21    Indeed, as we have seen, the dramatic change in private law that is contemplated in this book  –  private law ’ s 
fostering QTL-fl ourishing rather than RP-fl ourishing  –  might bring about  greater  protection for traditional politi-
cal rights such as freedom of speech: above, pp 120–30.  
  22         Raz   ,   Th e Morality of Freedom   ( OUP ,  1986 ),  166   ;       Kramer   ,  ‘  Rights Without Trimmings  ’   in     Kramer   ,    Simmonds    
and    Steiner    (eds),   A Debate Over Rights:     Philosophical Enquiries   ( OUP ,  1998 )  .   
  23    Hart,  ‘ Legal Rights ’  in his  Essays on Bentham  (OUP, 1982), 184.  

   Th e  Simple Formula  versus (C)  

 (C) says that the courts should  δ P if that would make things go best, but only if doing so 
would not violate anyone ’ s rights. Ronald Dworkin ’ s inspired characterisation of  ‘ rights as 
trumps ’  19  might be taken as supporting (C)  –  that where making things go best comes into 
confl ict with someone ’ s rights, then that person ’ s rights  ‘ trump ’  our desire to make things 
go best. 20  

 However, we should recall that under the  no sacrifi ces heuristic   δ P will only make things 
go best if (i)  δ P will enhance the capacities of some individuals to fl ourish as human beings 
and (ii)  δ P will not damage anyone else ’ s capacities to fl ourish as human beings. If (i) and 
(ii) are true, it is hard to imagine that anyone could have a right that the courts not  δ P or  –  
in other words  –  that the courts  δ P-ing would violate anyone ’ s rights. 21  If  δ P will do some 
people some good, and do no harm to anyone else, how could someone say that they have a 
right that such good not be done ?  Who could this  ‘ someone ’  be ?  Clearly not, one would have 
thought, someone who belongs to the group of people who will suff er no harm as a result of 
the courts ’   δ P-ing. So if someone has a right that the courts not  δ P, it must be someone in 
the group of people who will be  benefi ted  from the courts  δ P-ing.  Can  someone have a right 
not to have a benefi t conferred on them ?  

 Th e idea that there can be such a right seems to run up against the idea that the rights 
we have exist to protect our interests. 22  If this is correct, the idea of your having a right that 
I  not  act  in  your interests seems paradoxical. However, what is normally called the  ‘ Interest 
Th eory ’  of rights is not the only game in town; it is opposed by the  ‘ Will Th eory ’  of rights, 
according to which your having a right against me involves my having a duty to act in a 
particular way and your having the power to control whether or not that duty exists. 23  On 
this view, your having a right that I not act in your interests boils down to my having a duty 
not to act in your interests unless you want me to do so. Th is seems less paradoxical. 

 For example, suppose that I discover that you are in fi nancial trouble and owe  £ 10,000 
on your credit card, and you are  £ 15,000 in the red on your current account (a sum that is 
far in excess of your overdraft  limit). As I have money to burn (and also know your bank 
details), I sit down at my computer and with a few strokes on the keyboard I pay off  your 
debts to the bank, and pay an extra  £ 5,000 into your current account to give you a bit of a 
fi nancial cushion. You react angrily to what I have done:  ‘ It was very nice of you to pay off  
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my debts, but you shouldn ’ t have. My business is my business and if I had wanted your help 
I would have asked for it. Here is the extra  £ 5,000 you paid into my account: I cannot accept 
it. Obviously, I can ’ t aff ord to give you back the  £ 25,000 you paid my bank, but I will try to 
repay it when I can. ’  Th is seems like an intelligible reaction to what I did, and supports the 
idea that you had a right (in the  ‘ Will Th eory ’  sense of the term) that I not act in your inter-
ests, at least on this occasion. 

 What might motivate such a furious reaction to my doing you a favour ?  What seems 
to underlie it is the threat to your independence that my paying the money into your bank 
account seems to pose. Th is threat seems to take two forms. First, it seems like I am treat-
ing you like a child. You have gotten into trouble and rather than allowing you to fi x your 
own problems (or learn from the mistakes you have made), I have sorted them out for you 
without even asking for your say-so. Second, now that I have paid off  your debts (and given 
you an extra  £ 5,000 on top) you may feel that you now owe me in some as yet indefi nable 
way  –  and that feeling of obligation may constrain you in your future dealings with me from 
treating me as you would if you owed me nothing. 

 So we can make sense of the idea of your having a right that I not act in your interests 
where my doing so would threaten your independence, either by treating you like a child, or 
by making you feel that you owe me something with knock-on eff ects on how you are able to 
relate to me in future. But does this support the idea that the courts ’   δ P-ing  –  where  δ P will 
enhance some people ’ s abilities to fl ourish as human beings, while not harming other people ’ s 
abilities to fl ourish  –  might violate the rights of the group of people (call the group  ‘ G ’ ) 
whose capacities to fl ourish are  enhanced  by the courts ’   δ P-ing ?  It is hard to see that 
it does. 

 First, if the courts ’   δ P-ing does have the eff ect of enhancing the capacities of the members 
of G to fl ourish as human beings, the members of G might well feel grateful to the courts 
for doing this, but it is hard to imagine that this sense of gratitude would threaten the future 
independence of the members of G. It is hardly likely that they will have any future dealings 
with the judges that were responsible for  δ P; and even if they did, it is hard to imagine that 
sense of gratitude as seriously impinging on the way they relate to those judges. 

 Second, it is hard to see that the members of G are being treated like children if the 
courts ’   δ P-ing enhances their capacities to fl ourish as human beings. Th is is particularly 
the case where the  only  way to enhance their capacities to fl ourish as human beings is 
through the courts ’   δ P-ing. Th is case would be analogous to the situation where there 
has been a computer glitch at your bank and you are now  wrongly  accounted as owing 
 £ 10,000 on your credit card and as being  £ 15,000 in the red on your current account. 
You have tried to get the bank to remedy the error, but they are being obstructive. I learn 
from a mutual friend what has happened, and as I have some infl uence with the bank, 
I make representations on your behalf without your knowing about it. Th e bank responds 
to those representations by correcting the error in your accounts. I further suggest that 
the bank pay  £ 5,000 in your account as compensation for your inconvenience, and the 
bank accedes to this suggestion. It is hard to imagine you would react furiously to my 
intervention in your case  –  and if you did, most reasonable people would think you were 
in the wrong to do so. 

 In light of these arguments, it seems like (C) adds nothing to the  Simple Formula . 
If  δ P-ing would make things go best,  δ P-ing will not violate anyone ’ s rights. It follows that 
we have no reason to prefer (C) to the  Simple Formula .  
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  24    Dworkin,  ‘ What Rights Do We Have ?  ’  in Dworkin,  Taking Rights Seriously  (n 19), 272 – 73.  
  25    Ibid.  
  26    Cf an analogous point about law made by John Gardner: that law cannot  aim  to be morally justifi ed if law  is  
morally justifi ed, because aiming entails the possibility of failure. See       Gardner   ,  ‘  Law ’ s Aims in  Law ’ s Empire   ’   in 
    Hershovitz    (ed),   Exploring Law ’ s Empire:     Th e Jurisprudence of Ronald Dworkin   ( OUP ,  2008 )   , 216.  

   Th e  Simple Formula  versus (D)  

 (D) says that the courts should  δ P if that would make things go best, but only if doing so 
would be consistent with the subjects of private law thinking that they are being treated with 
equal concern and respect. At fi rst sight, it seems like (D) falls foul of the same problem as 
(C)  –  if the courts ’   δ P-ing would make things go best, then it is hard to see how the courts ’  
 δ P-ing would involve them in failing to treat the subjects of private law with equal concern 
and respect. As such, (D) seems  –  like (C)  –  to add nothing to the  Simple Formula . 

 However, it may be that (D) comes into its own if and when the courts contemplate the 
kind of  δ P that is the concern of this book  –  that of altering the rules and doctrines of private 
law so that it no longer fosters RP-fl ourishing, but instead fosters QTL-fl ourishing. Let ’ s 
assume that such a change will make it harder for people to enjoy an RP-fl ourishing life, and 
easier for people to QTL. Would such a change involve treating individuals who identify 
human fl ourishing with RP-fl ourishing with less concern and respect than individuals who 
identify human fl ourishing with QTL-ing ?  Ronald Dworkin thought that it would: 

  Government must treat those whom it governs with concern, that is, as human beings who are 
capable of suff ering and frustration, and with respect, that is, as human beings who are capable 
of forming and acting on intelligent conceptions of how their lives should be lived. Government 
must not only treat people with concern and respect, but with equal concern and respect. It must 
not distribute goods and opportunities unequally on the ground that some citizens are entitled to 
more because they are worthy of more concern. It must not constrain liberty on the ground that 
one citizen ’ s conception of the good life is nobler or superior to another ’ s. Th ese postulates, taken 
together, state what might be called the liberal conception of equality  …  24   

 In Dworkin ’ s view, the kind of  δ P contemplated in this book would not necessarily involve 
a failure of concern, but it would involve a failure of  respect . It would involve the courts in 
showing a preference for one kind of life over another, and distributing private law rights 
and duties, powers and liabilities in order to facilitate the preferred lifestyle at the expense 
of people ’ s abilities to lead the disfavoured lifestyle. But does doing this actually involve a 
failure of respect, and if so is that something that should concern us ?  

 Dworkin says that (1)  ‘ Governments must treat those whom it governs with  …  respect, 
that is, as human beings who are capable of forming and acting on intelligent conceptions 
of how their lives should be lived ’  and (2) a government ’ s treating its subjects with  equal  
respect means that it  ‘ must not constrain liberty on the ground that one citizen ’ s conception 
of the good life is nobler or superior to another ’ s. ’  25  However, (2) does not seem to follow 
from (1). 

 (1) seems to suggest that treating A and B with  equal  respect means acknowledging that 
 both  A  and  B are  capable  of  ‘ forming and acting on intelligent conceptions of how their lives 
should be lived. ’  But if I am capable of doing  x  then  –  by defi nition  –  I am also capable of 
failing to do  x . 26  Moreover, if the issue of how to live one ’ s life is something that can be the 
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  27    Cf Christiano,  Th e Constitution of Equality  (n 5), 225:  ‘ one does not treat another person as inferior merely by 
thinking that some or even many of their ideas are less defensible than one ’ s own. Indeed, one can think of another 
as superior  …  while rejecting their particular views. ’   
  28         Dworkin   ,   Justice for Hedgehogs   ( Harvard UP ,  2011 ),  338  .   

subject of intellectual reasoning  –  as Dworkin suggests it is, by acknowledging that concep-
tions of how one ’ s life should be lived can be  ‘ intelligent ’   –  then it is possible for someone 
to reach a conclusion on that issue that is both intelligent, in that they reached that conclu-
sion by engaging in intellectual reasoning, and  wrong , in that that conclusion was arrived at 
through a process of intellectual reasoning that went awry somewhere along the way. 

 So a government that acknowledges that both A and B are capable of  ‘ forming and acting 
on intelligent conceptions of how their lives should be lived ’  will acknowledge that (R) is 
true, where (R) says: 

 (R) It is possible that A will (i) succeed in forming and acting on an intelligent conception 
of how his life should be lived; but it is also possible that A will (ii) fail to form and act on 
an intelligent conception of how his life should be lived. And even if A does (i), A ’ s intel-
ligent conception of how his life should be lived may be right, but it may also be wrong. 
And everything that is true of A will also be true of B. 

 What does a government ’ s acknowledging (R) is true entail for how it treats A and B ?  
 Nothing at all, so far as I can see, when it comes to treating A and B with  equal respect . 
Certainly, there is no reason why a government that acknowledges that (R) is true would 
end up concluding that it must not  ‘ constrain liberty ’  on the ground that A ’ s conception of the 
good life  ‘ is nobler or superior ’  to B ’ s. But a government that acknowledges that (R) is true 
may well conclude that so far as treating A and B with  equal concern  is involved, it is required 
to do what it can to help maximise the chances of both A and B ’ s succeeding in forming 
and acting on an intelligent and accurate conception of how their lives should be lived. 

 So a government treats its subjects with equal respect when it acknowledges that human 
fallibilities and frailties are such that  all  of its subjects need all the help they can get to fl our-
ish as human beings; and it treats its subjects with equal concern when it provides  all  of its 
subjects with the help they need to fl ourish as human beings. Given this, it is hard to see 
how giving eff ect to a  δ P that will enhance people ’ s chances of succeeding in fl ourishing as 
human beings could involve a failure to treat the subjects of private law with equal concern 
and respect. 

 Is there some other way of establishing that a  δ P that involves private law seeking not to 
foster RP-fl ourishing but fostering QTL-fl ourishing instead shows a lack of respect for those 
who identify human fl ourishing with RP-fl ourishing ?  One way might be to argue that such a 
 δ P suggests that those who identify human fl ourishing with RP-fl ourishing are  stupid . Th ere 
is therefore an element of insult involved in the kind of  δ P we are currently considering. 
However, this argument does not work. To suggest that someone ’ s position on a particular 
issue is wrong, and to proceed on that basis, is  not  to suggest that that person is stupid. 27  
Dworkin himself acknowledged this to be the case when he observed that  ‘ My understand-
ing of human dignity might be defective. You must judge for yourself and, if necessary, 
correct my account. ’  28  Intelligent people  –  and they do not come much more intelligent than 
Dworkin  –  can be wrong, and no insult or disrespect is involved in making that observation. 
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  29          Raz   ,  ‘  Free Expression and Personal Identifi cation  ’  ( 1991 )  11      OJLS    303, 314   .  See also Christiano,  Th e Constitu-
tion of Equality  (n 5), 61 – 63 (on people ’ s interest in  ‘ being at home in the world ’ ).  
  30    Th is refers to Denning LJ ’ s judgment in     Candler  v  Crane, Christmas  &  Co   [ 1951 ]  2 KB 164, 178   :  ‘ Th is  argument 
about the novelty of the action does not appeal to me in the least. It has been put forward in all the great cases 
which have been milestones of progress in our law and it has always, or nearly always, been rejected. If you read 
the great cases of  Ashby  v  White ,  Pasley  v  Freeman  and  Donoghue  v  Stevenson  you will fi nd in each of them the 

 Second, it might be argued that the kind of  δ P we are considering  will   –  whether we 
like it or not  –  have the eff ect of causing those who identify human fl ourishing with 
RP-fl ourishing to feel disrespected by their government, in that they will feel like they are 
second-class citizens in their own country. Whatever one ’ s conception of human fl ourish-
ing, this must count as a signifi cant harm. As Joseph Raz observes: 

  the very ability to identify with one ’ s society is an independent background good, and feeling 
alienated from it is a signifi cant handicap. Th ey have a considerable, oft en imperceptible impact 
on people ’ s ability to engage in activities involving relations with other people, or contributions to 
their well-being or to the common good. 29   

 Let ’ s call the harm of feeling like a second-class citizen in one ’ s own country,  alienation . 
Th e fact that a  δ P that involves private law seeking to foster QTL-fl ourishing rather than 
RP-fl ourishing may result in people who identify human fl ourishing with RP-fl ourishing 
suff ering the harm of alienation does  not  require us to endorse (D) in relation to this kind 
of  δ P. Th is is because the fact that people may suff er the harm of alienation as a result of 
this kind of  δ P is something that can and should be taken into account under the  Simple 
Formula  in judging whether or not that  δ P will make things go best. Aft er all, under the  no 
sacrifi ces heuristic  a  δ P will  not  be judged to make things go best if it promotes some people ’ s 
capacities to fl ourish as human beings at the expense of harming other people ’ s capacities 
to fl ourish. 

 So even in relation to a major  δ P  –  such as private law ’ s switching from seeking to foster 
RP-fl ourishing to fostering QTL-fl ourishing  –  (D) adds nothing to the  Simple Formula , just 
as it adds nothing to the  Simple Formula  in cases where a minor  δ P is adjudged to make 
things go best. Given this, we should prefer the  Simple Formula  to (D), while at the same 
time acknowledging that our refl ecting on (D) has resulted in a warning fl ag being posted 
in relation to the major  δ P discussed in this book  –  it may be that such a  δ P will not make 
things go best because bringing it about will cause people to suff er the harm of alienation. 
Th is is a topic that we will return to in the next major section of this chapter. But for the time 
being, we continue to evaluate the  Simple Formula  against its rivals.  

   Th e  Simple Formula  versus (E)  

 (E) says that the courts should  δ P if that would make things go best, but only if  δ P represents 
an incremental change in the law. Some judges support (E), but equally other judges do not. 
Lord Reid observed that: 

  [In the] Appeal Court  …  broadly speaking you will fi nd three lines of approach. Th ere are those 
who used to be referred to as black letter lawyers; careful men who like to go by the book or, if 
you like, Lord Denning ’ s  ‘ timid souls ’ . 30  Th en there are those who want to press on, by the nature 
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judges were divided in opinion. On the one side there were the timorous souls who were fearful of allowing a new 
cause of action. On the other side there were the bold spirits who were ready to allow it if justice so required. It was 
fortunate for the common law that the progressive view prevailed. ’   
  31    Lord Reid,  ‘ Th e Judge as Law Maker ’  (n 13), 22 – 23.  
  32    As of the time of writing (August 2019), Lord Reed is poised to become President of the UK Supreme Court. 
Lord Toulson served on the UK Supreme Court for just over three years, retiring from the court on 22 September 
2016. He tragically died while having heart surgery less than a year later, on 27 June 2017.  
  33    [2018] AC 736.  
  34    Ibid, [26].  
  35    Ibid, [27].  
  36          Reed   ,  ‘  Th eory and Practice  ’   in     Dyson   ,    Goudkamp    and    Wilmot-Smith    (eds),   Defences in Unjust Enrichment   
( Hart Publishing ,  2016 ),  313   .   
  37    Ibid, 316.  
  38    [2007] 1 AC 558, at [156].  
  39    [2018] AC 275.  
  40    [2018] UKSC 39.  

legal reformers. And lastly there are those who are impatient with technicalities and who are not 
content unless common sense prevails. 31   

 Judges in the fi rst group could be expected to support (E), while judges in the second or 
third group would not  –  they would support the  Simple Formula . 

 Of the judges who have recently sat in the UK Supreme Court, Lord Reed serves as 
a model of a judge who seems to support (E), while Lord Toulson seemed to reject (E) 
in favour of the  Simple Formula . 32  For example, in  Robinson  v  Chief Constable of West 
 Yorkshire , 33  Lord Reed rejected the idea that the courts could or should determine whether 
or not a defendant owed a claimant a duty of care by simply asking whether it would be  ‘ fair, 
just and reasonable ’  to fi nd that such a duty of care was owed. Instead, he argued that in cases 
where  ‘ it has clearly been established that a duty of care is or is not owed ’  the courts should 
simply give eff ect to the established position and refuse to consider  ‘ whether the existence of 
the duty is fair, just and reasonable ’  unless the case is being heard in the UK Supreme Court 
and the court is being  ‘ invited to depart from an established line of  authority ’ . 34  In novel 
cases where it has not been established whether or not a duty of care is owed, Lord Reed 
recommended that the courts adopt  ‘ the characteristic approach of the common law in such 
situations [which is] to develop incrementally and by analogy with established authority. ’  35  

 Writing extra-judicially about the law of restitution, Lord Reed observed that  ‘ academic 
scholarship which adopts an abstract and universalising approach to legal problems seems 
to me to be less useful to a judge than scholarship which demonstrates an awareness that 
legal problems are situated at a particular time and place and that they require an approach 
to their resolution which is concrete and particular. ’  36  As a result, he counselled against 
attempting to reduce down the law of restitution to a set of mechanical formulae that 
could be applied across the board to all cases involving a claim for restitution, 37  endorsing 
instead Lord Walker ’ s observation in  Deutsche Morgan Grenfell Group plc  v  Inland Revenue 
Commissioners  that  ‘ it is of the nature of the common law to develop slowly, and attempts at 
dramatic simplifi cation may turn out to have been premature and indeed mistaken. ’  38  

 Lord Reed ’ s incremental approach to the law of restitution is well-demonstrated by his 
judgments in  Investment Trust Companies  v  Revenue and Customs Commissioners  39  and 
 Prudential Assurance Co Ltd  v  Revenue and Customers Commissioners . 40  In the  ITC  case, 
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  41    [2018] AC 275, at [39].  
  42    Ibid, at [40].  
  43    [2008] AC 561.  
  44    [2018] UKSC 39, at [63].  
  45    Ibid, at [75].  
  46    Ibid, at [53], quoting from [2008] AC 561, at [205].  
  47    [2017] AC 467.  
  48    Ibid, at [109].  
  49    Ibid, at [114].  

Lord Reed observed that  ‘ A claim based on unjust enrichment does not create a judicial 
licence to meet the perceived requirements of fairness on a case-by-case basis ’  41  and that 
 ‘ the adoption of the concept of unjust enrichment  …  does not provide the courts with a 
tabula rasa, entitling them to disregard all authorities pre-dating ’  42  the case that adopted 
that concept as a ground of liability. 

 In  Prudential Assurance , Lord Reed (together with Lords Hodge and Mance) departed 
from the House of Lords ’  decision in  Sempra Metals Ltd  v  Inland Revenue  Commissioners , 43  
which decided  –  only 10 years before  Prudential Assurance   –  that compound interest 
could be awarded against a defendant who was liable to make restitution of money paid by 
mistake to the defendant. Lord Reed assailed the decision in  Sempra Metals  as illustrating 
 ‘ the risks of eff ecting major changes to the law of restitution through judicial decision ’  44  and 
as inconsistent  ‘ with a long-established understanding of, fi rst, the nature of the cause of 
action based on a mistaken payment, and secondly, the basis on which interest is payable. ’  45  
Lord Reed also quoted with approval from Lord Mance ’ s dissenting judgment in  Sempra 
Metals , where Lord Mance  ‘ cautioned against a radical reshaping of the law, observing  …  
that  “ we must navigate using the reference points of precedent, Parliamentary intervention 
and analogy, and we should bear in mind the limitations of judicial knowledge and the 
assistance provided by a series of Law Commission reports. ”  ’  46  

 Lord Toulson was altogether more swashbuckling in his approach to developing private 
law, no more so than in  Patel  v  Mirza , 47  where he pushed the doctrine of precedent to its 
absolute limit (and some would say beyond its limits) not only in seeking to reformulate the 
law on when a claimant ’ s illegal act would bar the claimant from bringing a claim in the case 
at hand  –  a claim for restitution of money paid for a consideration that failed  –  but also in 
seeking to use his decision to reformulate how the defence of illegality would apply in  all  
private law cases. 

 Lord Toulson ruled that a  ‘ court which is considering the application of the common law 
doctrine of illegality [should] have regard to the policy factors involved and to the nature 
and circumstances of the illegal conduct in determining whether the public interest in 
preserving the integrity of the justice system should result in denial of the relief claimed. ’  48  
Lord Toulson rejected the criticism that this  ‘ relatively fl exible approach ’  to the defence 
of illegality  ‘ would create unacceptable uncertainty ’  on the basis that he was  ‘ not aware of 
evidence that uncertainty has been a source of serious problems in those jurisdictions which 
have taken ’  the same approach, and that while  ‘ there are areas where certainty is particular 
important ’  the law on when a defence of illegality to a private law claim can be raised is not 
one of them. 49  
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  50    [2018] AC 779.  
  51    [2015] AC 1503.  
  52    [2016] AC 677.  
  53    [2018] AC 779, at [174] (per Lord Sumption, dissenting). Lords Neuberger, Mance and Reed also dissented. 
In his brief judgment, Lord Reed argued that  ‘ major steps in the development of the common law should not be 
taken without careful consideration of the implications, however much sympathy one may feel for the particular 
claimant ’  (ibid, at [184]).  
  54    Ibid, at [43]; also [57].  
  55    [2015] AC 1503, at [71].  
  56    [2016] AC 677, at [47].  
  57        Lister  v  Hesley Hall Ltd   [ 2002 ]  1 AC 215  .   

 Th e same bold approach to developing private law is evident in Lord Toulson ’ s judgments 
in  Willers  v  Joyce , 50   AIB Group (UK) plc  v  Mark Redler  &  Co Solicitors , 51  and  Mohamud  
v  Wm Morrison Supermarkets plc . 52  

 In  Willers , Lord Toulson recognised a new tort of maliciously instituting civil proceed-
ings against another, in the teeth of objections that doing so was  ‘ unwarranted by authority, 
unjustifi ed in principle and undesirable in practice. ’  53  Lord Toulson recognised this new tort 
because  ‘ It seems instinctively unjust for a person to suff er injury as a result of the malicious 
prosecution of legal proceedings for which there is no reasonable ground, and yet not be 
entitled to compensation for [that] injury ’  and because he was not convinced there existed 
any  ‘ countervailing factors such that [the tort of malicious prosecution ’ s] applicability to 
civil proceedings should be limited  …  ’ . 54  

 In  AIB , Lord Toulson ruled that where a trustee paid out money to another in breach of 
trust pursuant to a commercial transaction, the trustee should not  –  as traditional equita-
ble principles might suggest  –  be held liable to restore the misallocated money to the trust 
fund, but instead  ‘ the extent of the equitable compensation [payable] should be the same 
as if damages for breach of contract were sought at common law. ’  Th is was because  ‘ the fact 
that the trust was part of the machinery for the performance of a contract is relevant as a 
fact in looking at what loss the [claimant] suff ered by reason of the breach of trust  …  ’ . 55  As a 
result, the trustee would only be held liable for any loss that would not have happened had 
he applied the trust money correctly. 

 In  Mohamud , Lord Toulson  –  in, eff ectively, only one paragraph of his judgment and 
without citation of any supporting authority  –  extended the scope of an employer ’ s vicarious 
liability for the torts of his employee to the case where there was  ‘ an unbroken sequence of 
events ’  56  between the employee ’ s doing something he was supposed to do for his employer 
(in  Mohamud , serving a customer) and the employee ’ s tort (in this case, following the 
customer into a car park and subjecting him to a vicious and racist assault). Th e result of 
the decision in  Mohamud  was an extension of the scope of the law on vicarious liability far 
beyond its previous bounds, under which an employer could be held vicariously liable for 
an employee ’ s tort not only where the employee did something he was employed to do by 
committing that tort, but also where the nature of the employee ’ s employment created a 
 ‘ special risk ’  that he might commit that kind of tort. 57  

 However, it may be over-simplistic to pigeonhole Lord Reed as a cautious incremental-
ist and Lord Toulson as a reforming  ‘ bold spirit ’ . Aft er all, it was Lord  Toulson  ’ s adoption in 
 Michael  v  Chief Constable of South Wales  of an incremental approach to fi nding a duty of 
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care in negligence 58  that underpinned Lord Reed ’ s later endorsement of that approach in 
the  Robinson  case. And it was Lord  Reed  who delivered the  extremely  bold decision of the 
UK Supreme Court in  Armes  v  Nottinghamshire County Council , 59  to fi nd a local authority 
vicariously liable for tortious acts of physical and sexual abuse carried out by foster parents 
with whom the defendant local authority had placed the claimant victims of those acts of 
abuse. Th e decision in  Armes  has been widely criticised, with one commentator claiming 
that the decision  ‘ affi  rms that the law of England and Wales concerning vicarious liability 
is long on policy, and short on principle ’  60  and is  ‘ now no more than a blunt tool for giving 
eff ect to judicial instincts for social justice. ’  61  

 Th e fact that judges who instinctively give eff ect to the  Simple Formula  sometimes act 
as though they endorse (E), and judges who are temperamentally inclined to endorse (E) 
sometimes fi nd themselves giving eff ect to the  Simple Formula  in developing private law, 
suggests that (E) and the  Simple Formula  are not so opposed as might fi rst appear. 

 Rather, it could be argued (and I would argue) that (E) adds nothing to the  Simple 
Formula . Instead, (E) represents a check on the application of the  Simple Formula : (E) 
reminds the judges that when they are considering eff ecting a major development in private 
law, their capacity to determine whether such a change will make things go best is limited 
and advises them that that kind of change in private law would be better made by Parlia-
ment or a law reform body, which will be in a better position than they are to evaluate 
the consequences of that change. Some judges, like Lord Reed, usually heed the advice (E) 
gives them and steer clear of making major changes in private law; but they occasionally 
disregard that advice, as Lord Reed did in  Armes . Other judges, like Lord Toulson (or Lord 
Denning), are bolder and usually are not deterred by (E) ’ s advice from relying on their own 
judgment to decide whether a major development in the law will make things go best. But 
sometimes they will heed the advice given them by (E), as Lord Toulson did in  Michael , 62  
and leave a proposed major change in private law to Parliament. 

 If (E) adds nothing to the  Simple Formula , but merely represents advice as to how the 
courts should give eff ect to the  Simple Formula , we have no reason to prefer (E) to the  Simple 
Formula . Th is now leaves only (F) as a potential rival to the  Simple Formula  for providing us 
with a basis for determining whether or not the courts should  δ P.  

   Th e  Simple Formula  versus (F)  

 (F) says that the courts should  δ P if doing so would enhance the protection private law 
gives to its subjects ’  rights. In trying to make sense of (F) we immediately run into the 
problem of determining what is meant by the  rights  of the subjects of private law. However, 
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  63    See McBride,  Th e Humanity of Private Law, Part I  (n 7), 43 – 54.  
  64    For this use of the term  ‘ right to  …  ’ , see ibid, 51 – 54.  
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the defi nitional work done in Part I of this project 63  allows us to make short work of this 
 question.  Rights  could mean, in relation to the subjects of private law: 

   (1)    Th ose subjects ’   interests  that are currently protected under private law, and which result 
in some people saying that the subjects of private law have a  ‘ right to  …  ’  liberty, or 
personal security, or their possessions, and so on.   

  (2)    Th e things that those subjects have a  ‘ right to  …  ’  in a  Kantian way . 64  In other words, the 
means that Kantians think belong to a subject of private law (such as her body and her 
property).   

  (3)    Th e legal  ‘ rights that  …  ’  those subjects have under private law that other people act in 
particular ways.   

  (4)    Th e  Kantian   ‘ right that  …  ’  those subjects have under the Kantian Doctrine of Right that 
other people not violate their independence as persons.    

 Of these possible meanings, we should instantly dismiss (3). Under meaning (3), (F) says 
that the courts should  δ P if doing so would enhance the protection private law gives to its 
subjects ’  private law rights (whatever they currently happen to be) that other people act in 
particular ways. It is very hard to see why the courts ’  powers to  δ P should be limited in this 
way. In fact, virtually any proposed  δ P would be ruled out on this version of (F). 

 Th is leaves us with three possible versions of (F). Under two of those versions (those 
supplied by meanings (2) and (4) of the word  rights ), the courts should only  δ P where their 
 δ P-ing would develop private law in a way approved of by Kantians. Under meaning (2), 
the courts should only  δ P when doing so would enhance the protection private law gives 
to those things that Kantians think belong to a subject of private law, such as their body or 
their property. Under meaning (4), the courts should only  δ P when doing so would enhance 
the protection private law gives to people ’ s  ‘ rights to independence ’ . 

 It is hard to imagine these versions of (F) appealing to anyone but Kantians. Th e version 
of (F) supplied by meaning (2) would rule out a  δ P that would enhance the protections 
private law gives to people ’ s privacy (unless a Kantian argument can be made that people ’ s 
privacy belongs to them). Th e version of (F) supplied by meaning (4) would rule out a 
 δ P that would impose a duty of easy rescue on people who are well placed at no incon-
venience to themselves to save a stranger from harm. Instead of asking and debating  –  as 
we would under the  Simple Formula   –  whether such developments in private law would 
make things go best, such developments would simply be forbidden to the courts under 
these versions of (F). 

 Quite right too, would be the response of the Kantians. But if the arguments made in 
Part I of this project are correct, and Kantian explanations do not in fact provide the most 
satisfying and perspicuous explanations of English private law in its current state, then 
accepting either of these versions of (F) would have the eff ect of rendering English private 
law deeply incoherent. If, as Ronald Dworkin argued, the common law in any jurisdiction 
can be compared with a  ‘ chain novel ’  where each generation of judges attempts to develop 
the law in a way that is continuous with the eff orts of their predecessors, 65  then requiring 
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the courts  now  only to develop private law in ways that are stamped with the Kantian seal 
of approval would be akin to George Eliot ’ s turning Dorothea Casaubon into a vampire 
halfway through  Middlemarch . 66  Private law could no longer claim to amount to a body of 
law that treats everyone ’ s cases alike under a coherent set of rules and principles. As a result, 
private law ’ s legitimacy and therefore its eff ectiveness would come into question. 

 In light of this, the already unappealing Kantian versions of (F) become appalling and 
should be rejected. Th is leaves only the version of (F) that is produced by meaning (1) of the 
word  rights , under which the courts should only  δ P if doing so would enhance the protec-
tion that private law gives to the interests of its subjects that it already protects. It is hard to 
see this version of (F) as having any intelligible appeal  –  if private law is currently failing to 
protect some acknowledged interest of one of its subjects, why shouldn ’ t the courts develop 
private law so that it protects that interest ?   –  but even if we think it does, (F) still adds noth-
ing to the  Simple Formula . If the arguments made in Part I of this project are correct, then 
the ultimate interest of its subjects that private law protects is their interest in fl ourishing as 
human beings. So  –  according to this version of (F)  –  the courts should only  δ P if doing so 
will enhance the protection private law gives to its subjects ’  fl ourishing as human beings. 
But that is exactly what the  Simple Formula  says.  

   Conclusion  

 Th e  Simple Formula  has triumphed over all its rivals. When it comes to a proposed develop-
ment in private law  –   δ P  –  the courts should  δ P if doing so would make things go best, where 
 δ P will make things go best if (i)  δ P would enhance the capacities of some of its subjects 
to fl ourish as human beings, and (ii)  δ P would not damage the capacities of anyone else 
to fl ourish. Th e fi rst hurdle in the way of private law ’ s being developed so that it promotes 
QTL-fl ourishing rather than RP-fl ourishing can be surmounted. Th e possibility that such a 
change in the law  –  occurring as it would at a time when most people identify their fl ourish-
ing with RP-fl ourishing rather than QTL-ing  –  would be  ‘ undemocratic ’  is neither here nor 
there. Th e only question is whether developing private law in this way would make things 
go best. It is to that question that we now turn.   

   3. Th e Need to Choose  

 Ronald Dworkin distinguished between  ‘ two types or classes of political decisions: 
those involving mainly what I shall call  choice-sensitive  issues, and those involving mainly 
 choice-insensitive  ones. ’  67  

 Choice-sensitive issues, he explained,  ‘ are those whose correct solution  …  depends 
 essentially on the character and distribution of preferences within the political  community. ’  68  
He off ered the question of  ‘ whether to use available public funds to build a new sports center 
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or a new road system ’  as an example of a choice-sensitive issue, on the ground that  ‘ informa-
tion about how many citizens want to use or will benefi t directly or indirectly from each of 
the rival facilities is plainly relevant, and may well be decisive ’  69  to the issue of how the public 
funds should be used. By contrast, a choice-insensitive issue is one whose correct solution 
does not depend on people ’ s preferences. So  ‘ the decision whether to kill convicted murder-
ers or to outlaw racial discrimination ’  is choice-insensitive because the right decision on 
these issues does not depend on  ‘ how many people want or approve of capital punishment 
or think racial discrimination is unjust. ’  70  

 Dworkin went on to suggest that allowing political issues to be resolved by majority 
vote makes most sense in relation to choice-sensitive issues, and that if we allow choice-
insensitive issues to be similarly resolved that is because of the symbolic, negative impact 
that denying people a vote on those issues would have. 71  

 I want to suggest in this section that the issue of whether developing private law so 
that it fosters QTL-fl ourishing rather than RP-fl ourishing will make things go best is 
choice-sensitive, in this way: it depends on how many of the subjects of private law identify 
human fl ourishing with QTL-fl ourishing rather than RP-fl ourishing. For ease of discussion, 
let ’ s call the  δ P that involves private law ’ s seeking to foster QTL-fl ourishing rather than 
RP-fl ourishing,  ‘  Δ P ’ . And let ’ s consider fi ve cases, set out in the following table. 

 CASES 

 Percentage of private law ’ s subjects who identify human 
fl ourishing with 

 RP-fl ourishing  QTL-fl ourishing 
 (1)  100  0 
 (2)  70  30 
 (3)  40  60 
 (4)  10  90 
 (5)  0  100 

 As in the previous section, we will apply the  no sacrifi ces heuristic  and proceed on the basis 
that  Δ P will make things go best if and only if: (i)  Δ P will enhance some people ’ s capacities 
for fl ourishing as human beings, and (ii)  Δ P will not damage other people ’ s capacities for 
fl ourishing. 

 We begin by focussing on Case (1), which describes our current situation: all (or as good 
as all) of private law ’ s subjects identify their fl ourishing with RP-fl ourishing. Th e discussion 
in the previous section gives us a couple of reasons for thinking that (ii) will not be satisfi ed 
if  Δ P occurs in Case (1). 

 First, such a  Δ P is likely to result in private law ’ s subjects suff ering the undoubted harm 
of  alienation , of feeling that they are being treated as second-class citizens in their own 
country. Alienation is an undoubted harm because it counts as a harm whatever one ’ s 
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conception of what human fl ourishing involves. It counts as a harm if human fl ourishing is 
identifi ed with RP-fl ourishing, because being able to mix with other people without shame 
is an important secondary good that one has to enjoy in order to enjoy the primary goods 
that make up RP-fl ourishing. 72  It counts as a harm if human fl ourishing identifi ed with 
QTL-fl ourishing because alienation impairs someone ’ s ability to form productive relation-
ships with other people, and threatens to cause the alienated individual to adopt a falsely 
negative view of him or herself. 

 Second, if  Δ P occurs in Case (1), when private law ’ s subjects identify their fl ourishing 
with RP-fl ourishing, then private law would become as politically controversial as public 
law is at the moment. Th e result would be that the courts ’  abilities to develop private law 
so as to make things go best would come under threat when the nature of private law  –  its 
technicality and the fact that its diff erent parts interlock  –  means that only the courts have, 
or will ever have, the expertise to develop private law in a way that will make things go 
best. Should that threat materialise and the courts be permanently prevented from further 
developing private law by legislation that provides, for example, that no new torts will be 
recognised and that all validly made contracts will be given eff ect to in full unless doing so 
off ends against some statutory provision, private law would quickly lose what eff ectiveness 
it has to make things go best and would become an irrelevant relic of the past. 

 So we have good reason to think (ii) would not be satisfi ed in respect of  Δ P in Case (1). 
It is therefore likely that under the  no sacrifi ces heuristic  such a  Δ P will not make things go 
best. And even if we dispense with the  no sacrifi ces heuristic , we will reach the same conclu-
sion. Th is is because (i) will not be satisfi ed: there will be  no benefi ts  from  Δ P, in terms of 
enhancing people ’ s capacities for human fl ourishing. 

 Th e reason why  Δ P would yield no benefi ts in Case (1) is rooted in the fact that human 
fl ourishing is like eating or sleeping or reading. No one can do it for you: you have to do it 
yourself. Th is is why no government can  make  its subjects fl ourish as human beings: all it 
can do is  assist  them to fl ourish by creating the right conditions within which people can 
do what they need to do to fl ourish as human beings. Th is point is sometimes obscured by 
Possessions Models of human fl ourishing, which tend to suggest that fl ourishing is simply 
a matter of having the right goods in one ’ s life. However, even under a Possessions Model 
of human fl ourishing, you cannot be counted as fl ourishing unless you  hold on  to the goods 
that are constitutive of your fl ourishing: and that holding on is something only you can do 
yourself. And the point that human fl ourishing is something that you have to do yourself 
is obvious if we adopt a Service Model or Journey Model of human fl ourishing. So, for 
example, if it is the case (as I have contended) that the essence of human fl ourishing is being 
engaged in a quest to lead a truthful life, you cannot be said to be engaged in such a quest 
unless you have chosen to engage in that kind of quest. You cannot engage in a quest by 
accident. 

 Th e implication is that if I identify my fl ourishing as a human being with RP-fl ourishing, 
I will be  incapable  of QTL-fl ourishing. You can, of course, try to assist me in all sorts of ways 
to engage in a quest to lead a truthful life, but unless I believe that my fl ourishing depends 
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on my engaging in such a quest, the idea of engaging in such a quest will never occur to 
me, or if it does, the idea will strike me as literally  quixotic . 73  If this is right, it is futile 
for the courts to  Δ P in Case (1). Th e assistance private law will provide those subjects 
to QTL-fl ourish will be of no assistance at all until those subjects begin to identify their 
fl ourishing with QTL-fl ourishing. 

 How many subjects of private law would need to undergo this change of heart before 
we can say that  Δ P will make things go best ?  To deal with this question, let ’ s move on to 
consider Cases (2), (3) and (4). Applying the  no sacrifi ces heuristic  may lead us to conclude 
that  Δ P will not make things go best in  any  of these cases. Th is is because in all these cases 
it could be argued that  Δ P will damage the fl ourishing of those who identify their fl ourish-
ing with RP-fl ourishing by alienating them from the society they live in. As a result, we will 
be unable to fi nd that  Δ P will make things go best in Cases (2), (3) or (4). We can only be 
confi dent that  Δ P will make things go best in Case (5), where 100 per cent of private law ’ s 
subjects identify their fl ourishing with QTL-fl ourishing. 

 Th is position is so extreme that it casts doubt on the validity of the argument that has 
led to its being adopted. Th e fault lies not in the  no sacrifi ces heuristic  but in the fact that 
the blame for the feelings of alienation suff ered by those who identify their fl ourishing 
with RP-fl ourishing is laid at the door of  Δ P in  each  of Cases (2), (3) and (4). Th is seems 
unreasonable. 

 For example, suppose that  Linus  and  Lucy  are siblings, and they both live in their parents ’  
house.  Linus  wants to listen to death metal music in his room, turned up to 11.  Lucy  wants 
to practise playing the tuba for her school band and orchestra. Th eir parents forbid  Linus  to 
listen to death metal music unless he uses headphones (which he complains may result in 
his hearing being damaged), but they encourage  Lucy  to practise as much as possible on the 
tuba. Faced with this diff erence in treatment,  Linus  may well feel alienated from his parents 
and fi nd it harder to identify with his home as  his  home. If it ’ s  his  home, he may think, how 
come  Lucy  gets to do what she wants to do, when he isn ’ t allowed to do what he wants to 
do ?  Th e reality is, he might conclude, that it ’ s really  Lucy  ’ s home, and he ’ s just staying in it 
until he can aff ord to get out and get his own place. While  Linus  ’ s feelings of alienation are 
understandable, they are also unreasonable. Th ey fail to take into account the reasons why 
the parents might discriminate between listening to death metal music and playing the tuba, 
and that failure is something for which  Linus  can justly be blamed. So any feelings of aliena-
tion  Linus  experiences are  his  fault, not his parents ’  fault. 

 In light of this, let ’ s now return to our three cases. In Case (2) the feelings of alienation 
that will be experienced by the 70 per cent who identify their fl ourishing with RP- fl ourishing 
when  Δ P occurs will be both understandable and reasonable. General faith in the  ‘ wisdom 
of crowds ’   –  another heuristic  –  will mean that the 70 per cent will have no reason to think 
that their conception of human fl ourishing is defective in anyway. As a result, it will be 
reasonable for them to experience  Δ P as an unwelcome and unwarranted judicial coup; and 
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their resulting feelings of alienation will be something for which  Δ P can justly be blamed. 
In Case (4) the position is reversed. Th e 10 per cent who still identify their fl ourishing with 
RP-fl ourishing have every reason to question whether their conception of human fl our-
ishing is correct and to search out arguments  –  such as those made in this book  –  that 
establish that it is not. Th eir failure to do so is something for which they can be blamed, 
with the result that the feelings of alienation that they experience when  Δ P occurs cannot 
be laid at the door of  Δ P. Case (3) is obviously more marginal, and my view is that it is more 
akin to Case (2) than Case (4), with the result that the 40 per cent ’ s feelings of alienation 
from private law aft er  Δ P occurs are the fault of  Δ P, and are not due to the failings of the 
40 per cent. 

 It follows that if  Δ P is not to cause any fl ourishing-impairing feelings of alienation 
for which  Δ P can rightly be blamed, there must fi rst exist a super-majority of subjects of 
private law (around 75 per cent ? ) who identify their fl ourishing with QTL-fl ourishing. If 
such a super-majority exists, there will also be little likelihood of  Δ P bringing private law 
into such political disrepute that a fl ourishing-impairing threat to future judicial control 
over the development of private law will be created. So  Δ P will make things go best  –  in 
the sense of enhancing people ’ s capacities to fl ourish as human beings without at the same 
time being responsible for other people ’ s capacities to fl ourish being damaged  –  when 
there exists a super-majority of subjects of private law who identify their fl ourishing with 
QTL-fl ourishing. But before that moment is reached,  Δ P will have fl ourishing-impairing 
eff ects (principally, creating feelings of alienation) that will make it hard to say  Δ P will make 
things go best under the  no sacrifi ces heuristic . 

 How likely is it that that moment will ever arrive ?  Th at is the question we will address in 
the following section, the fi nal section of this project exploring the humanity of private law.  

   4. Th e Future of Politics  

 2016 seems destined to join 1066, 1215, 1535, 1649, 1688, 1776, 1815, 1833, 1914, 1945 and 
1979 as a momentous year in the history both of British politics, and world politics generally. 
For it was in 2016 that what Robert Nozick called  ‘ the zigzag of politics ’  74  came to an end. 

 What that phrase of Nozick ’ s referred to was the way the electorate in both the United 
Kingdom and the United States would zigzag between diff erent political parties, fi rst voting 
for a left -wing party, then for a right-wing party, and then going back to the left . Nozick 
explained that this zigzag arose out of the fact that  ‘ there are multiple competing values 
that can be fostered, encouraged, and realized in the political realm ’  and that it  ‘ is  impos-
sible  to include all of those goals in some consistent manner ’  in a given party ’ s political 
programme. 75  As a result, the electorate has no choice but to zigzag between parties in order 
to ensure that none of the politically important values are neglected: 

  Goals and programs have been pursued for some time by the party in power, and the electorate 
comes to think that ’ s far enough, perhaps even too far. It ’ s now time to right the balance, to include 
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other goals that have been, recently at least, neglected or given too low a priority, and it ’ s time to 
cut back on some of the newly instituted programs, to reform or curtail them. 76   

  ‘ Th e electorate wants the zigzag ’ , 77  Nozick confi dently asserted.  ‘ Sensible folk, they real-
ize that  no  political position will adequately include all of the values and goals one wants 
pursued in the political realm, so these will have to take turns. ’  78  

 What may have been true of the electorate in 1990, when Nozick was writing, was no 
longer true in 2016, when a very large number of people in both the United  Kingdom and 
the United States made it clear they were no longer willing to zigzag between the conven-
tional positions adopted by the established left -wing and right-wing parties, but wanted 
something diff erent. What underlay the breakdown of the zigzag is still a controversial 
question, but my diagnosis is that it was triggered by a loss of faith that the zigzag was 
heading in a progressive direction, towards a social order where  everyone  could enjoy a 
greater than 50:50 chance of RP-fl ourishing. Instead, there was a growing realisation among 
a signifi cant number of the electorate in both the United Kingdom and the United States that 
(i) they were living in a social order where very large numbers of people  –   unprecedented in 
world history  –  were enabled to RP-fl ourish, but (ii) at the same time, equally large numbers 
of people living in that social order enjoyed no realistic prospects of RP-fl ourishing, and 
(iii) there was no realistic prospect that further zigzagging between the established parties 
of the right and the left  would bring about the kind of social change that would enable 
everyone living in their society to RP-fl ourish. Hence the desire to abandon the zigzag in 
favour of something diff erent. 

 Th ree years on from the momentous events of 2016, it is clear that what has replaced the 
zigzag is a four-way political fi ght between the following groups. First, the  Populists . Th is 
group is made up of people who believe that it is possible to live in a social order that will 
enable  everyone  living in that order a reasonable chance of RP-fl ourishing  –  hence the term, 
 ‘ populist ’ . But the populists believe that such a social order will have to look very diff erent 
from the sort of order that has so far prevailed in modern Western liberal societies: less 
cosmopolitan, less infatuated with free markets, more conservative in the old-fashioned, 
Burkean, sense of that term. 79  Th e  Populists  are opposed by the  Cosmopolitans   –  those who 
have managed to achieve an RP-fl ourishing lifestyle under the social order prevailing in 
modern Western liberal societies and see the populist push for changes in that social order 
as (i) a threat to their own personal position and livelihood, and (ii) potentially disastrous, 
in that they threaten to throw away the very real gains achieved by modern Western liberal 
societies in enabling RP-fl ourishing on a historically unprecedented scale. 

 Th e two-way fi ght between the  Populists  and the  Cosmopolitans  is turned into a three-
way fi ght by the  Gnostics .  ‘ Gnosticism ’  is a term derived from the Greek word for  ‘ knowledge ’ , 
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 gnosis .  Ancient  gnosticism was characterised by the belief, or knowledge, that the universe 
is evil, and the earth is nothing but a miserable prison for human beings. 80  Salvation from 
the grim plight in which human beings fi nd themselves could only come from a benevolent 
God, who is not responsible for the evil state of the universe but has the power to intervene 
to create a new universe and, within it, a new earth that will provide a happier home for 
human beings. Ancient gnosticism was killed off  by the rise of Christianity, but has been 
replaced by a modern (or secular) form of gnosticism. 81  Like their ancient counterparts, 
modern gnostics believe that there is something wrong with the world, but unlike ancient 
gnostics, modern gnostics believe that it is possible for  human beings  to recreate the world 
in a way that will eliminate the evils that currently affl  ict it. So for modern gnostics, the 
salvational role played by God in ancient gnosticism is instead played by human beings  –  or 
at least the select group of human beings who are  ‘ in the know ’  as to what ’ s wrong with the 
world, and what can be done to set things right and create a  ‘ heaven on earth ’ . 

 In the political realm,  Gnostics  tend to be the children of  Cosmopolitans   –  people who 
have grown up enjoying an RP-fl ourishing lifestyle, but who have come to reject the RP 
as an authentic vision of human fl ourishing and have instead adopted a Service Model of 
human fl ourishing instead. Th e particular form of Service Model that they have adopted is 
one which identifi es their fl ourishing with their serving the goal of eliminating one or more 
of the evils that affl  ict the world. Th ere are as many strains of gnosticism as there are evils 
that people see themselves as existing to defeat, but two strains in particular have given rise 
to important political movements, not least because the evils they seek to address are very 
real. Th e fi rst strain is  green gnosticism , which targets the evil of environmental degrada-
tion. Th e second strain is  liberal gnosticism , which dedicates itself to ridding the world of 
the evil of cruelty. Originally focussed on creating a world that would be free of the cruelty 
of  brutality , 82  liberal gnosticism now focusses much more on the cruelties of  exclusion  and 
 humiliation , where the cruelty of exclusion exists whenever someone is excluded from some 
valuable opportunity or activity by virtue of who they are, and the cruelty of humiliation 
exists whenever someone is made to feel that they are second-rate. 

 So the  Populists  and  Cosmopolitans  agree in identifying human fl ourishing with 
RP-fl ourishing but the  Populists  think much more can be done to encourage universal 
RP-fl ourishing, whereas the  Cosmopolitans  seek to defend what has been achieved so far by 
way of encouraging RP-fl ourishing from being undermined by the  Populists . By contrast, 
the  Gnostics  reject any kind of Possessions Model of human fl ourishing like the RP, and 
instead endorse a Service Model of human fl ourishing centred around serving the cause of 
ridding the world of evil. 

 Joining this now three-way fi ght are the  Liberty Lovers . While the  Populists  can be seen 
as having overthrown the original zigzag of politics and the parties of the  Cosmopolitans  
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and the  Gnostics  can each be seen as having arisen in an attempt to command the political 
space created by the zigzag ’ s overthrow, the  Liberty Lovers  were an integral part of the zigzag 
and regard its overthrow with some bemusement. Th is is because for the  Liberty Lovers , 
politics is much less about promoting human fl ourishing as it is about defending human 
freedom. So the  Liberty Lovers  will have nothing to do with the fi ghts between the  Populists , 
 Cosmopolitans  and the  Gnostics  over how our politics should promote human fl ourishing. 
Instead, they continue to do as they did before 2016: speak in favour of a politics that is 
much more limited in its ambitions, as attempting to secure for everyone some measure of 
liberty, while debating among themselves how to defi ne that measure of liberty, whether in 
terms of freedom from harm, or freedom from one ’ s rights being violated, or some form of 
positive liberty to pursue the life one wishes to pursue. 

 How will it all turn out ?   –  is the question that everyone living in the aft ermath of the 
zigzag ’ s overthrow wants answered. Th e arguments made in this book allow us to make 
some educated guesses. 

 First, if the arguments made in this book are correct, the  Populists  ’  hope that it will 
be possible to create a new social order which will do a much better job of promoting 
RP- fl ourishing than the one that tends to prevail in modern Western liberal societies is 
destined to be disappointed: no such order is on off er to us, and the fact that no such order 
is on off er to us is one of the biggest reasons we have for thinking that the RP is not an 
authentic vision of what human fl ourishing involves. 83  

 To that extent, then, the  Cosmopolitans  are right: what we have at the moment is the 
best we can hope for by way of promoting RP-fl ourishing. However, while this position 
may be right, there is also a very real ugliness involved in the  Cosmopolitans  ’  maintaining 
it. Th e ugliness lies in the fact that there is only one way in which someone can identify 
human fl ourishing with RP-fl ourishing while at the same time asserting that modern West-
ern liberal societies are the best we can hope for by way of promoting RP-fl ourishing  –  and 
that is by rejecting the fi rst postulate of human fl ourishing, which is that human fl ourishing 
is within the reach of every human being, and is not the preserve of a privileged elite. 

 If, to borrow the language of Sellar and Yeatman, the  Populists  are  ‘ Wrong but Wroman-
tic ’  while the  Cosmopolitans  are  ‘ Right but Repulsive ’ , 84  the  Gnostics  ’  adoption of a Service 
Model of human fl ourishing centred on fi ghting evil makes them positively dangerous, both 
to themselves and to others. 85  Th is gnostic conception of human fl ourishing eats away at 
anyone who adopts it: no one can maintain a sense of personal integrity and decency for 
very long when they enter into a symbiotic relationship with evil, needing evil to exist in 
order for them to think that they are leading a fl ourishing life by fi ghting it. 86   Moreover, 
where the evil that the gnostic pins their fl ourishing on eliminating fi nds its roots not 
in capitalism or the class system or historic inequalities, but rather humanity itself, 87  
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human heart  –  and through all human hearts. Th is line shift s. Inside us it oscillates with the years. And even within 
the hearts overwhelmed with evil, one small bridgehead of good is retained. And even in the best of all hearts, there 
remains  …  an unuprooted small corner of evil ’  (ellipsis in original).  
  88    See above, pp 8–9, 177–78.  
  89    For a glimpse of what English private law would look like in the aft ermath of a victory for the  Liberty Lovers , 
see Atiyah,  Th e Damages Lottery  (Hart Publishing, 1997);      Epstein   ,   Simple Rules for a Complex World   ( Harvard UP , 
 1995 )  ;      Morgan   ,   Contract Law Minimalism   ( CUP ,  2013 ) .   
  90    See above, p vii.  

the gnostic ambition to eliminate evil can mutate into a terrifying ambition to eliminate 
 humanity itself. 

 If, then, the aft ermath of the overthrow of the zigzag saw just a three-way fi ght for politi-
cal control between the  Populists , the  Cosmopolitans , and the  Gnostics , the future would be 
depressing indeed. We would eff ectively be faced with a choice between living in a reheated 
version of the Soviet Union (should the  Populists  gain control and seek fundamentally to 
re-order society in order to enhance people ’ s general capacities for RP-fl ourishing), the Holy 
Roman Empire (should the  Cosmopolitans  prevail, casting aside all pretence that the (neo-
feudalist) social order that will be controlled by them exists for the benefi t of anyone but 
them), or Maoist China (should the  Gnostics  come to power). However, the  Liberty Lovers  
are also in the post-zigzag fi ght for political control and it seems that our hopes for a decent 
future are dependent on that party winning out. However, such an outcome, while less 
depressing, is hardly inspiring (as well as being extremely unlikely to boot). As has already 
been observed, 88  human fl ourishing is fragile and is unlikely to prosper within a legal order 
that leaves it alone to fend for itself. 89  

 It may be, then, that the four-way fi ght that has succeeded the overthrow of the zigzag 
simply represents the playing out of an endgame that will inevitably culminate in check-
mate for the prospects of human fl ourishing in the West. Certainly, that analysis would be 
consistent with Anne Glyn-Jones ’  conclusion, quoted at the start of this book, that we live 
in a civilisation  ‘ which has run its course  …  which is bankrupt. ’  90  However, I think we still 
have grounds for hope. 

 Th e very fact that three of the four parties in our four-way fi ght owe their existence to 
the stance they take on the nature of human fl ourishing should give us hope that they will 
be open to listening to the arguments made in this book to the eff ect that the accounts 
of human fl ourishing that they currently endorse are intellectually unsustainable and that 
they should instead take the position that their fl ourishing consists in their being engaged 
in a quest to lead a truthful life (QTL-ing). Should they listen to, and accept, those argu-
ments then enough of a majority would coalesce around the view that human fl ourishing 
consists in QTL-ing to make it justifi able for English private law to be transformed in the 
ways canvassed in the previous chapter. Th is would in turn strengthen people ’ s capacities 
to QTL, and help kick-start the widespread adoption of the kinds of activities and attitudes 
that would make QTL-fl ourishing self-sustaining across persons and time, in line with our 
fourth postulate of human fl ourishing. Should this happen, then far from portending an 
imminent collapse, the overthrow of the zigzag and the travails ushered in by that momen-
tous event will prove to have been indispensable fi rst steps towards our living in a social 
order that truly fosters our fl ourishing as human beings; a fl ourishing that will take on as 
many diff erent forms as there are human beings but will always involve our being moved by, 
and towards, the Love that moves the sun and the other stars.   
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